
 
 

 

Most of you react in the typical communist/Nazi fashion (they’re both left wing ideologies). 
Some of you have respect and try to have a dialogue, and sometimes I don’t understand 
your insinuations. Most of you divert attention to some fundamental issues and do the Fidesz 
/ Mi Hazánk dance, which is to divert attention. For example, one of the political parties in 
Hungary criticized Fidesz, so Mi Hazánk, a Fidesz clone party, says, “Well America and 
others do the same thing.” It may or may not be true. Nevertheless, two rights don’t make a 
wrong. 

 

The topic of this conversation is, “Why is extreme leftist Orbán Viktor at a “conservative” 
convention? If you’re confused, look the two similar ideologies up. Here’s just one of many: 
Dinesh D'souza - Liberty University Convocation; https://youtu.be/FRs-6DrnX-8; What is 
America's True Form of Government?; The American Form of Government - pdf.file; 
http://www.mediaaccess.hu/index.php?module=sourcepage&id=440&lang=1. Many of you 
may not care that the electoral system is Hungary is not representative. I’ve already shared 
those links, but here they are again: Kim Lane Scheppele on Hungary's new constitution - the 
full lecture at CEU; https://youtu.be/M_swtZNgjTc. Legal but not Fair: Viktor Orbán’s New 
Supermajority; https://verfassungsblog.de/legal-but-not-fair-viktor-orbans-new-supermajority/. 
Many of you may be aware that the Central European University (CEU) held the above 
mentioned speaker’s platform. CEU was founded by George Soros. George Soros also got 
Orbán Viktor’s career off the ground. And contrary to popular belief, they are not enemies or 
combatants, but rather business partners. Follow the matrix, the rabbit hole and you will find 
that it is deeper and more complex than you can recognize to be true.  First of all, it’s not as 
conservative as it pretends to be, which is why Trump may even still be a star figure there.  

Regardless, let’s stick to the topic of Orbán. Orbán’s wealth is probably beyond 25 trillion 
dollars now, and his friend Mészáros Lőrinc’s is well above 500 billion. There must be some 
point at which the corruption and stealing gets so large that the title of Christian is revoked.  

 

About paying in rubles: EU says pay for Russian gas in euros to avoid breaching sanctions 

https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/eu-says-gas-payments-may-be-possible-under-
russian-roubles-proposal-without-2022-04-22/. It’s not necessary for Europeans to be so 
dependent on Russia. Nevertheless, Orbán has gone back on his word so many times, from 
the beginning to the end. 1989 - Orbán Viktor Nagy Imre újratemetésén - Viktor Orbán's 
Speech at the Reburial of Imre Nagy; https://youtu.be/g91-OTiXVkw. In other words, as I’ve 
said earlier here, speech and rhetoric and actions are not on in the same – not with Trump 
and especially not with Orbán. Orbán Viktor has consolidated all sectors of the economy into 
the centralized, communist/Nazi system.  

 

I could go on and on about your absurd notions. What propaganda? That conversation could 
be quite lengthy. Hungary’s government in reality controls more than half of leading media; 
https://balkaninsight.com/2021/01/14/hungarys-government-in-reality-controls-more-than-
half-of-leading-media/.  

 

Most of your stances on my country (I’m a dual citizen) is downright scary and I am 
dumfounded by your inabilities to hold mature conversations. I’m a communications 
instructor here in Budapest and I demand more from my students, though that demand is 
often, as you guys are, short of the mark because your inabilities to develop your ideas is 
pathetically small (I’m not talking to all of you, but mostly the ones who respond cynically to 
what I have to say).   
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I’ll put this piece in Hungarian soon enough if someone requests it.  

Here is a link to my flyers. I write about this stuff often:  

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1yPkMtzdcZtILMSYQdx_yIpuEEdkyUssM. 

 

And by the way, I lost about 100,000 dollars on the foreign exchange fraud loan that 
hundreds of thousands in Hungary fell victim to, and a whole bunch more in Europe. No, it’s 
not true that it was solely the other party’s fault—Fidesz was embedded in the scandal just 
as much. Mentioning this for those who may once again be wanting to get snarky.  

 

Highlighted reply 

 
Attila Tömösvári 
31 minutes ago 

Go to work,instead! And don't live like a parasite on our backs! Mom's little fav lib! 
 

 
GY 
1 hour ago 

 @mediaaccess2  Good points. Did you know that all countries pay in Rubles including 
Germany, France, GB, Italy, etc? And they buy far more than Hungary. Also did you know 
that before Orbán we only had gas interconnectors with Austria and Ukraine to get Russian 
gas through Ukraine or German E-ON? Then Orbán built others with Romania, Slovakia, 
Croatia Serbia and Slovenia. Sure you know this. Obviously when trouble is this big they 
don't want to help much, but possibly they could, especially Croatia with their LNG terminal 
that was almost forced on them by Orbán. The rest of it is the usual nazi rambling. Hitler got 
into power in '33 and cracked down on jews immediately. Orbán is in power since 12 years, 
still not one trains to camps, or anything else. Instead great relationship with Israel, helping 
them in EU lots of friendly declarations and Hungary being one of the safest places for them 
in Europe. You are simple as a stone. 
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Adrian Constantinescu replied: "You forgot Lukasenko and Vucic." 
 

 
Tt K 
1 hour ago 

 @mediaaccess2  van igazságos , de az USA vezetőitőll nagyobb népirtó jelenleg nincs a 
világon. Nézz utána mennyi háborút indított a béke Nobel-dijas Obama, az eleve egy 
kontinensnyi ember hullájára épült szabadság földjén , ahol az őslakosok ma is részben 
rezervátumba vannak kényszerítve. Mexikói bevándorlók ? Vicc. Amerikában az a 
bevándorló, akire ezek a cionisták ráfogják 
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1 hour ago 

He voted for all the sanctions against Russia except cutting the only gas-pipe and oil-pipe to 
Hungary. Hungary has no sea for alternative transport remember? He also declared many 
times it is an aggression against Ukraine. Which propaganda world you are living in? 
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Attila Kovács 
1 hour ago 

 @mediaaccess2  The recipe that Orbán did not tell: the first Orbán government existed from 
1998 to 2002. The National side prepared for the next with high hopes and they entrusted 
themselves. Just like you Tramp! in the 2006 elections, he let the former communists and 
liberals win. The second 4 years left control was disastrous! Many families ended up on the 
streets. After that, you win for 3 cycles! The secret is to let the people learn what it's like to 
have dilettantes run a country. Now it's your turn. If they want to follow the recipe, they have 
to let the Democrats win, so that people can learn once and for all what it's like to be ruled by 
dilettantes. A recept amit nem mondott el Orbán: 1998-2002 ig volt az első Orbán kormány. 
A Nemzeti oldal nagy reményekkel készült a következőre és el is bízták magukat. Ahogy 
önöknél Tramp! a 2006 választásoknál hagyta nyerni az ellenfelét a volt kommunistákat és 
liberálisokat. A Második 4 év balos irányítása katasztrofális volt! Rengeteg család került az 
utcára. Ezt követően 3 cikluson keresztül nyer! Az a titok, hogy hagyni kell az embereket 
megtanulni milyen az ha dilettánsok vezetnek egy országot. Most önökön a sor. Ha a 
receptet akarják követni hagyni kell nyerni a demokratákat, hogy az emberek megtanulják 
végérvényesen milyen az ha dilettánsok irányítanak. 
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Gery Szabo replied: "Bla bla bla" 
 

 
Gyula Ágopcsa replied: "���������" 
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� Someone liked your comment: "It makes me bloody angry to see Orbán Viktor (Viktor 

Orbán in English) to talk at a supposed-conservative meeting in the USA. When I ask the 
question, “What is he conserving?” This conversation wil..." 
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